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ABOUT STRIKE A LIGHT
Strike a Light – Arts & Heritage is
a community interest company
based in Brighton. We work with
groups of older people, intergenerational groups and schools
to explore local memories and
people’s life stories to create
accessible projects, exhibitions
and art to transform public and
private spaces.
Strike a Light aims to work with
and for the wider community in
Sussex. To find out more about this
project, or future activities with
Strike a Light – Arts & Heritage:
Contact: strikealight.org
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ABOUT THE
PROJECT
Strike a Light was awarded
grants by two Brighton based
organisations.
Bighton and Hove Dementia Action
Alliance and The Homity Trust have
funded Mazel tov Brighton! Movement
through Tradition.
The project has celebrated the links
between Judaism and Brighton and
Hove lives with residents of the Jewish
Care charity run home Hyman Fine
House, many of whom were born in the
city in the 1920s and 30’s and remember
it well, including shops, people, places
and rituals.
The project began in April 2017 and
ran until autumn 2018. The project
celebrates Judaism through active
aging, finding physical as well as mental
ways to address early onset dementia.
We have done this through dance
activities and physical workshops,
whilst exploring Brighton’s Jewish
history, with residents of Hyman Fine
House (HFH). Dance practitioners have
encouraged physical activity with
residents and carers that celebrate
traditional Jewish performance
including Sephardic dance, the Hora,
and Flamenco which has links with this
heritage.
Through this project, we have
revitalised residents, generated
energy, uncovered memories, and
explored city heritage. This project
ensures generational memories aren’t
lost to dementia, preserving physical
traditions and movement; celebrating
Judaism’s rich tradition.
5

Brighton and Hove

LOCAL JEWISH
HISTORY

The City of Brighton and Hove are still home to one of the
major Jewish communities out-side of London. Even though
the community has declined from what it was, there are still
at least 5,000 Jews living in Brighton.

I
The massive
growth of
the town
including
the railway
seems
to have
brought in
new Jewish
incomers

srael Samuel Cohen (also known
as Ensele/Ensliben Samuel Cohen
Brighthelmstone) was one of the
first Jews to settle by 1766. He
conducted a typical eclectic variety
of trades, he is variously listed as
a ‘toyman, silversmith,and lodging
house keeper. Little is known of
his origins, though his wife’s family
was from Krotoschin in Prussia.
Other individuals came to join him
as well, but not sufficient to turn a
small Jewish settlement into a full
community.
A proper community came later,
thought to predominantly established
by Emanuel Hyam Cohen, originally
of Munich, in c. 1782. He was an
educated man and an educator. He
kept a sea-side boys’ boarding school,
in Artillery Place, a institution that was
common at the time.
By 1789 there was the founding
of the first synagogue in Jew street.
There were six Jewish families known
in the town, who are mentioned in
Land Tax assessments pre-1800, all of
them carrying on the lodging house
trade, which may well have catered for
Jewish visitors in the growing resort.
There were also some Jews living outside of town in Findon, Seaford and
Lewes, who were associated with the
synagogue.
6

A second Synagogue was founded
in c. 1808, in Pounes Court there is
a record of a Yom Kippur service
being held there. None of these would
have been purpose built structures,
but would have been rooms adapted.
The massive development of the town
including the railway seems to have
brought in new Jewish incomers.
Indeed the growth led to new
synagogue established at Devonshire
Place in 1824 with seating for 50
congregants. It was, ‘a small building
set back from the road’ and had a
women’s gallery. The First World War
interrupted community life, Jewish
evacuees from London came during
the war.
A number of these Jewish incomers
decided to settle permanently in
Brighton. The Brighton and Hove
community participated fully in the
war and sacrifice in the tranches. The
First World War Roll of Honour, at
Middle Street synagogue, shows that
138 men served in the war with five
dying. Between the Wars two new
synagogue congregations were formed.
The Hove Congregation broke away
from Middle Street in c. 1927, as the
Eastern European immigrants who
had come to Brighton disagreed with
what to their eyes, was the Anglicised
ritual, at Middle Street.
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Brighton
museum
visit

We visited Brighton Museum
and Art Gallery in March 2018
with 19 resident and visitors
at Hyman Fine House and
project volunteers to have a
specially organised talk about
the life of Henry Solomon
(1794 - 14 March 1844).
Solomon was a police officer
who became the first Chief
Constable of Brighton
Borough Police in East
Sussex. Originally a London
watchmaker, Solomon was
appointed as Chief Constable
– the highest rank in the force
– on 18 May 1838, a notable
appointment in that period as
he was a Jewish man.
He became the superior officer
to two superintendents,

three inspectors, twentyfour constables and a night
constable - a total of thirtyone officers for a population
of around 47,000. While
interviewing a prisoner
–23-year-old John Lawrence,
for theft of a roll of carpet –
on 13 March 1844, Solomon
was bludgeoned by Lawrence
with a poker, causing a head
injury from which he later
died.
An appeal to which Queen
Victoria gave £50 raised a
large sum for the welfare of
his widow and nine children.
Lawrence was found guilty of
murder at Lewes Assizes and
publicly hanged at Horsham.
Solomon is thought to be the
only Chief Constable in the

United Kingdom to have been
murdered in his own police
station. His ghost reputedly
haunts the basement of the
building, now a town hall.
He is buried in the Florence
Place Old Jewish Burial
Ground in Brighton’s Round
Hill district, where he has
been considered to be the
‘celebrity’ grave. In 2004, his
was one of several local names
to be chosen to appear on the
front of a new fleet of buses in
Brighton. The inscription on
Solomon’s gravestone reads:
15 years chief officer of police
/ of the town of Brighton /
who was brutally murdered /
while in the public discharge /
of the duties of his office / on
the 14th day of March 1844 /

in the fiftieth year of his age.
We also looked at artefacts
related to his life as well as
photos and emphemera from
Brighton and Hove’s history.
The group really enjoyed the
visit and rounded off the trip
with a lunch at a local Chinese
restaurant.
Quotes from the group: I
learned something new about
Brighton history and Jewish
history at the same time’. ‘I
really enjoyed myself. Good to
get out and try new things’, ‘It
was a fascinating event͚͚The
museum made us feel very
welcome, and gave us tea and
biscuits too! ’. ‘It was a whole
new area of history to me so I
really found it interesting’.

Lord Cohen

Lord Cohen of Brighton was one of the leading lights of Brighton Jewry and a
man who still enjoys a very high popular regard. As a young man Cohen was
shocked by some the poverty and poor housing he saw in Brighton while he
worked as a rent collector. This lead him to become a socialist, and politically
active for the Labour party. While he never succeeded in being elected MP,
he did become Mayor of Brighton in 1956-7, and was highly regarded by all
parties and was a maverick and inspirational ideas man in local politics for
three decades, who had a big impact on the development of the town.

C

ohen also became the head
of the Brighton Equitable
Building Society, and
turned it almost singlehandedly into a major and
profitable concern that emerged from
being a local institution to a national
organisation, by a series of mergers
and acquisitions.
He was also a property developer
and developed great swaths of the
inter-war suburbs in Brighton, providing
affordable housing to the people as
well as providing the mortgages to buy
them! He managed to combine forward
looking entrepreneurial skills and nous,
flair and the all important public touch he was a much respected and liked man
and sought to lend genuine benefit to his
local community in his business dealing.

He was also a philanthropist
working to promote local cultural
causes. He was the motive force
behind the Brighton Festival, which
started in 1967 just after his death.
He also saved the Theatre Royal and
acquired the land for the University of
Sussex. He also gave both money and
advice to people who just turned up to
his office at the Alliance, having heard
that he helped people and he was
consequently described as a, ‘one-man
benevolent fund for the town’.
His suddenly death from leukemia
in 1966 his memory was honoured
from all sides. One local Labour
Councillor said of him, ‘He bewildered
us , cajoled us and charmed us for 30
years . He was a giant in the life of
Brighton.’
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He was
the motive
force
behind the
Brighton
Festival,
which
started in
1967

Flourish
Events

Jewish Care’s Hyman Fine
House were proud to make
their debut at this year’s
Brighton Fringe Festival 2018,
which sets out to stimulate,
educate and entertain a
diverse range of people
through a wide variety of art
forms.
The Brighton based residential
care home has organised
Flourish arts events before but
this was the first run as part
of the Brighton Festival.
The day of stimulating arts
activities with the theme
Creativity by the Sea, saw over
50 people of all ages participate
in interactive arts activities
from puppetry and gardening,
to silk painting and music.

Residents from Hyman Fine
House were joined by local
residents of Swanborough
House as well as volunteers,
relatives and facilitating
artists at the event held in the
Yellow Beach Cafe.
The event was also an
opportunity to showcase
the creative work produced
by residents of Jewish Care’s
Hyman Fine House. Hyman
Fine House resident, Alan
Bass, commented, This has
been a very special day, lovely
company, lots to do and a
great location.
Home Manager, Natasha
Carson added, This has been
an extra special event as this
is our first year as part of the

Brighton fringe. As far as I
know we are the only care
home to have an event in the
Brighton festival. Many of
our residents are living with
dementia.
Arts is a great way to engage
them in activities they have
always enjoyed doing as well
as new opportunities. We
have a very creative group
of people living in our home
and its lovely for them to be
able to show their work in
public at an event for all the
community.
Art facilitator Hannah Hill,
agreed. This was a lovely
gathering, it’s good to be with
other creative people and
share ideas, a real sense to

being part of the community.
I was facilitating a group
making butterfly puppets
and it was nice to have such
a varied group of people
taking part including some
very talented artists who live
at Hyman Fine House and
their relatives.
Photos by Ewa Mikraut,
who also works with Hyman
Fine residents in art and
photography projects
throughout the year, and
additional images by
Andy O’Hara.
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Images of Jewish dance
over the centuries

JEWISH DANCE

D

uring this project, our dance
practitioners have worked
with residents and carers to
celebrate traditional Jewish
performance including
Sephardic dance, the Hora, and
Flamenco which has links with this
heritage.
We have worked to generate energy
in residents and uncover memories,
preserving physical traditions and
movement; celebrating Judaism’s rich
tradition.
As a cultural form among the Jewish
people, dance has been mentioned in a
recorded history of more than thirty-five
centuries. The story of the emancipation
of the Israelites from the bondage of
Egypt describes how ‘Miriam, the sister
of Moses, the great liberator, took a
timbrel in her hand; and all the women
went out after her with timbrels and
with dances.’ In the centuries that
dancing played an important role in
social and communal festivals.
Most Jewish dances can be

performed to the same music as circle
dances, as line dances, as couples
dances, or as solos.
Many Jewish dance tunes stretch over
8 or 16 2/4 measures. This length is
often reflected in the form of the circle
dance, which may proceed in each
direction for 16 beats.
Flamenco is an art form that
developed in medieval Andalucia with a
cross-fertilization of cultures, and Jews
flourished in what has become known
as The Golden Age. Gypsies, Moors
and Jews were the main influences
in flamenco, along with European
and African elements. The Jewish
influence is most evident in certain
genres of flamenco music and in some
of the lyrics, reflecting persecution of
Jews during the Spanish Inquisition,
when the secret Jews, or Marranos,
used flamenco music to disguise the
expression of their experience.
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Jewish
Dance
has been
mentioned
in the
recorded
history of
more than
thirty five
centuries.

Mazel Tov
Brighton
Portraits
In summer 2018, we worked with
project photographer Andrew O’Hara
to take a series of photographic
portraits with residents of Hyman
Fine House in Brighton to explore the
rich cultural tradition of Judaism and
celebrate Jewish heritage.
The originals of these images will
be showcased at the residential
home for visitors to view.

Sitters for the images held
or wore objects of cultural
and religious significance
including a Yarmulke,
Tallit (prayer shawl),
Menorah, Mezuzah, copy
of the Jewish Chronicle,
photos of family members, kosher wine, Torah
amongst other items.
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We draped a dark
blue backdrop in
the photos for the
residents because
blue in Judaism is
used to symbolise
divinity, because
blue is the colour of
the sky and sea.
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Arts &
Entertainment
The Jewish community were, and still are heavily invovled
with the arts and entertainment industry. In Brighton they
set up and were involved in; photography studios, pier
promotion, cinema ownership, actors and actresses and
promoters of the theratre.

22

To the right - Image of the commemorative
plaque at Ralli Hall in Hove, which Jewish singer
Frankie Vaughan unveiled on its opening.

O

ne of Brighton’s iconic
landmarks, the Palace
Pier was actually created
by a Brighton Jew in
1899. This marked a
continuing desire to build into the
sea for pleausre and entertainment
purposed. Sir John Howard, who was
a Jewish entrepreneur and railway
director financed the construction of
Brighton Pier in May 1899.
The Brighton Marina was built
by Jewish entrepreneur Henry
Cohen between 1922-1977.
Abraham Dudkin brought into the
photograpghy business in Brighton,
between 1912-1925, and established
several sucessful photographic studios
in Brighton called the ‘Modern
Studios’. His first was in 1912 in
North Street, followed by another
in West Street. Sydney Sharpe,
was an enteritianer and became
musical director of the orchestra at

the Hippodrome in the mid 1930s,
where he remained director for
over 30 years and then continued
performing in the community during
his retirement.
Bud Flanagan, the famous
vaudeville star had a house in
Shoreham Beach and was another
Brighton regular. Myles and Trudie
Byrne became leading cinema
proprietors and theatre impassarios.
They owned the Continental, Embassy
Cinemas and Brighton Film Theater
aswell as other small cinemas across
the region. They also ran the Palace
Pier Theatre in the late 1960s.
David Land became a leading show
buisness impresario in Brighton.
He promoted entertianers during
Wartime such as Vera Lynn. Post War,
his career included promoting the
Beatles and Bee Gees. His first was
in 1912 in North Street, followed by
another in West Street. mid 1930s.
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Myles and
Trudie
Byrne
became
leading
cinema
proprietors
and theatre
impassarios

Pupik
Performance from
Karavan Ensemble
In the spring of 2018, we welcomed
a performance at Hyman Fine
House of the show Pupik by the
international touring company
Karavan Ensemble for the Jewish
festival of Purim.
Pupik – meaning navel in Hebrew
first premiered in Brazil in 2015, so
we were really privileged to have
this company staging this piece
at the home for a special performance. The actors are both Jewish
and as a result were able to draw
parallels with the residents about
identity, the Jewish Diaspora and
common ancestors to try to unearth what connects us despite our
differences.
The two performers using the
lounge as an open stage took
our audience on a journey of
poetic imagery, mime, humour

and immersive elements to travel
through time and space, unveiling
the layers of their personal stories
and ancestral backgrounds. Over
an hour, they traced a line from
the personal to the universal in the
attempt to tackle some vital contemporary questions about their
common paths such as identity,
roots, displacement, borders, and
the concept of a Home.
We really enjoyed the performance
and the troupe was kind to host a Q
and A after the show to discuss the
themes in the play. The residents
really enjoyed looking at the specially made props including images
of Israel in the 1950s and family
mementoes, all printed on to fabric.
Thanks to Karavan Ensemble for
brightening up a rainy day in
Brighton!

Leisure and Pleasure
From Food to Fashion

W

ith: Beverley, Gloria,
Irene, Raymond,
Ruth, Alan, Glory,
Joy, Mark, Jan
& Beverley: An
evening in has to involve food for
Jewish people! Gloria: Chopped liver,
chopped liver, Gefilte fish, bagels, raw
Smaltz herring, pickled cucumbers
and olives, Challah bread, crisps,
smoked salmon, cream cheese in
bagels and chicken soup, only if it was
a sit down meal though.
Beverley: Younger people might not
be so kosher and have a mixture of
food and dishes.Gefilte fish can be
fried or boiled with carrots. Jan was a
beautiful hostess and cook, everyone
loved Jan’s food and Jan was very
involved with the Reform Church
and so was a great hostess on many
occasions. Irene: We enjoyed salt beef
and potato latkes.
Raymond: We liked kosher Vienna
Cured Beef sausages - little sausages
like saveloys.Beverley: Roast Chicken
is a firm favourite in our house.Ruth:
I worked in a home for disabled ex
Servicemen and a lot of them smoked
tobacco – I’m reminded of this as
we’re looking at photographs of old
past times and pleasures and this
tobacco tin would be seen a lot when
I was younger particularly by those
who had come back from the war as
tobacco was very popular then.
Beverley: Looking at this hairbrush
from the memory box, I remember
having a hairdressing set myself
which was a matching set, all women
owned one as part of a dressing table

set and we would feel very refined.
Irene: I never used mine. They were
mainly for show than for use! I had
a tatty old hairbrush that I used day
to day instead that made my hair
look nice. Gloria: We didn’t have a
dressing table as there were five of
us living in two rooms and we didn’t
have the space. My father also ran his
workshop from where we lived.
Beverley: Thinking about the food
we eat, Jewish people can’t have
OXO because it is meat extract.
We had some discussion about this.
Irene: I think you can eat OXO as its
vegetable; my friend’s husband rang
up the Jewish Chronicle to find out.
Others think that OXO is not kosher
– the debate continues. Irene: Every
year we get sent a leaflet by the Jewish
Chronicle about what’ s kosher and
what is not.If there are two Jewish
people in the room there will be three
opinions!
Glory: When I was at school I used
to do a lot of knitting, it was very
popular then, but I hated it! Then the
war started, and things stopped at
the school. Irene: I remember buying
Womans Own, it cost 4p and also
reading Womans Weekly. I would
mark things I liked and some of the
patterns were already cut, I had a
sewing machine and I would make
clothes for my children and dresses
for myself. I enjoyed doing that that
during the day and I enjoyed watching
telly in the evenings. When we wanted
to go out in the evening we would
do swaps with friends and take turns
looking after one another’s children.
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Every year
we get sent
a leaflet by
the Jewish
Chronicle
about what
is kosher
and what
is not. If
there are
two Jewish
people in
the room
there will
be three
opinions!

We ran a series of ongoing reminiscence sessions with residents of Hyman
Fine House between 2017-18. These
covered lots of themes but all focussed
on Brighton and Judaism too.

Reminiscence
sessions
Jewish memories of Brighton and Hove

W
People
spoke about
how the
South Lanes
in Brighton
have
changed
over time,
there used
to be a
kosher
butcher in
the North
Laines.

e handed round
images, mainly
black and white
photographs,
of Brighton and
Hove that included the laying of the
foundation stone of the Holland
Road Synagogue in Hove and a
contemporary picture of the building
now. A photograph of a wedding that
took place in Middle Street Synagogue
in Brighton and a programme from the
15th All Star Charity Concert in aid of
the Jewish National Fund that was held
at the Hippodrome Brighton 1963.
We also discussed a photograph of
Jew Street where the first synagogue in
Brighton was established in the 1700’s
and a photograph of the Holocaust
Memorial in Meadowview Jewish
Cemetery in Brighton.
We also had pictures of well
established local Jewish traders and
their families including the Dudkin
family who ran a photographic studio
in the 1920’s, and pictures of C.
Ballards authorised Kosher Butcher
who had shops on Bond Street and
Church Street in Brighton.
This generated some of the following
conversation and discussion. Ian said
he went to Holland Road Synagogue
which is in Hove. Paul Barnet said he
also had his Bar Mitzvah there and
another lady said her brother’s bar
26

mitzvah was held there. Edgar said
he couldn’t remember where he was
barmitzvahed as he had forgotten over
the years.
People spoke about remembering
the Hippodrome and Sydney Sharp the
band leader from London but who had
lived and performed in Brighton. Pearl
spoke about her brothers Alex and
Harry Zurich and her sister Sylvia who
had her portrait taken at the Dudkin
photographic studio. Beverley
said that they had recently found out
that her sister had worked with Pearl’s
sister in law Dora Zurich and that
they were all high seamstresses. Pearls
father had also been a tailor on Bond
Street in London.
The group also spoke about perhaps
the only kosher hotel in Brighton which
Beverley’s family had run. Very few
Jews lived in Brighton, though many
had trades and businesses in Brighton,
mostly people seemed to live in Hove
‘actually’. David, a lifelong Brightonian,
explained that most of the Jewish shops
were in Brighton around Trafalgar
Street, New Road, Gardener Street,
and the North Laines. He spoke about
the ‘Barrow Boys’ who were Jewish
traders that took their barrows of
various goods out onto Jew Street.

Visit to

the Centre for
German - Jewish Studies
at The Keep archive

We visited the Centre for GermanJewish Studies in late 2017 following
a series of fascinating visits from the
centre’s curator Samira Teuterberg
in 2017 to Hyman Fine House to
share archival materials from the
centre’s collection with our project
participants, and also to those
attending a Jewish day group at Ralli
Hall in Hove at a public talk.
Established in 1994, the Centre for
German Jewish Studies has developed
into a major institution for the study
of the history, culture and thought
of Jews in Central Europe and for
the training of a new generation
of teachers and researchers in this
field. The primary aim of the Centre’s
teaching and research activities is
the re-evaluation of how the history
of Jews in German-speaking lands is
studied and to research the history of
Jewish refugees and their families to
the United Kingdom during and after
the Second World War.
The visit with participants arriving in
a Jewish Care minibus took place at
The Keep archive in Brighton where
the Centre is based. The centre kindly
laid on tea and busicuits and Samira
handed round a collection of Jewish
religious artefacts to explore, brought
to Brighton by those leaving Nazi
Germany in late 1939.
We looked through heartfelt and
personal photographic collections
and albums from pre war Germany
including some from the German
front in World War I, as well as letters
sent between family members. We
saw a letter from a man to his mother
sent from Auschwitz concentration
camp.
We had a talk about the Elton/
Ehrenberg Papers which are housed at

this archive. Received from Professor
Lewis Elton (father of comedian Ben
Elton), this is an important collection
of family papers, filling 36 archive
boxes including the correspondence
of several family members, original
works of fiction, memoirs, journals,
certificates and awards and
numerous photographic records of
the immediate family of Victor and
Eva Ehrenberg. The historical period
covered by the material stretches
from the Enlightenment, to the
late twentieth century. The Papers
capture the development of a family
group that exemplifies both the
attempted synthesis of Jewish and
German cultures in Germany, and
the acculturation of German-Jewish
refugees in Britain.
We looked at orignial plans for a
Jewish cemetery in Brighton, which
still exisits today, and project
participants also had the opprtunity
to view original paintings by Arnold
Daghani. The artist came from a
German-speaking Jewish family in
Suczawa, in the Bukowina, then on
the eastern borders of the AustroHungarian Empire, now Suceava in
Romania.
In June 1942 Daghani and his wife
Anisoara were deported to the slave
labour camp of Mikhailowka (south
west Ukraine), from where they
managed to escape in July 1943 only
a few months before the camp was
liquidated. He lived in a number
of countries before finally settling
in Hove, East Sussex. Following his
death, his collection was donated to
the Centre through the University of
Sussex. It was a really interesting visit
and we appreciated the support from
the Centre and its’ curator to take
the time to share this part of history
with us.

Left: Looking
at the House
of Memories
app on iPads
with residents
of Hyman Fine
House with
Curator Dan
Robertson
of Brighton
Museums and
Facilitator
Nicola Benge.

Reminiscence session
Held at Hyman Fine House

D

avid said that over time
the Jewish shops closed
up and people moved to
the Hove area to live as
there were houses rather
than stay in Brighton as areas like
Kemp Town only had flats and
families wanted houses. David said
that his earliest memory was being
pushed around in a pram when he
was about 3 years old around the
bottom of Elm Grove and the Level;
he said that he was born at Elm
Drove and that his father had been a
doctor in Brighton.
Beverly spoke about her sisters
marriage ceremony which had taken
place at Middle Street Synagogue,
she said that nuns visited to witness
a Jewish wedding (she thought

that she might have a photograph
of it somewhere). We spoke about
Chief Rabbi Brodi who had laid the
foundation stone for the Holland
Road synagogue in Hove on its
opening in Hove in 1924. He was
originally the chief Rabbi in Ireland
and then moved to England. People
spoke about Israel Samuel Cohen
being the first Jewish man to come to
Brighton in 1766.
Linda, who is 80 years old, is from
Manchester and came to Brighton
in 1957. She worked in a tailor’s
workshop and had two brothers
and was schooled in Brighton. She
said that she can’t remember exactly
where in Brighton as it was so long
ago – 60 years!
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Beverly
spoke about
her sisters
marriage
ceremony
which had
taken place
at Middle
Street
Synagogue,

Edward Zeff

Remembered at Embassy Court

T
He worked
as a secret
agent
and radio
operator

he son of a Brighton tailor,
Edward Zeff trained as a
signaller in World War Two
and, as a fluent French
speaker, volunteered for
the French Section of the Special
Operations Executive. He was sent
to occupied France in 1942 where he
worked under a variety of identities
and code names including “Georges
53”.
He worked as a secret agent
and radio operator, organising
receptions and escapes of gents and
transmitting an enormous volume
of valuable intelligence to the
SOE in London. He was betrayed
in 1943. When the Gestapo
32

unearthed the fact that he was
Jewish. Despite beatings, torture,
time in two concentration camps
and twice being scheduled to be
gassed, he gave away nothing of the
organisation he worked for or the
agents that he knew.
His courage and his demeanour
under extreme duress won the
admiration of all those who met
him. He was awarded the MBE by
the British. He was liberated from
Mauthausen concentration camp in
1945 and arrived home to his wife
Reine, he died in 1973. An account
of Zeff’s life is given in the book
“Brighton’s Secret Agents” by Paul
McCue.

Holland Road
Synagogue

H

olland Road Synagogue
was established in 1929.
At the beginning of
December 1914, Aaron
Samuels moved from to
Montefiore Road Hove.
There were a number of Jewish
anglicised Sephardim business
people in Brighton who attended the
ornate Brighton Synagogue but some
found the walk to Middle Street
rather too far.
The first Trustees, Woolfe Bilmes,
Abraham Gould, Louis Woolfe
Frankel and Samuel Haniston found
the building, ‘Moss’s Olympic
Gymnasium’ at the corner of
Landsdown Road and Holland Road.

Mr L W Frankel, a member of
Middle Street, annoyed at not having
been ‘called up’ after his return
from Palestine, arranged a meeting
of a few interested men at his house
in 13 Brunswick Terrace, Hove to
discuss the formation of a Synagogue
Committee to establish a shul in Hove
for people living in the area.
Rev. S. Anekstein was the first
Minister for the New Synagogue
which became the Hove Hebrew
Congregation Synagogue on June 9th
1929 when the official stone laying
took place. The building was
opened on 23rd February 1930
(25 Shvat 5690).
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We spoke
about Chief
Rabbi Brodi
who had
laid the
foundation
stone for
the Holland
Road
synagogue
in Hove

Shavuot

with a Jewish twist

We held a session for
Shavuot at Hyman Fine
House in May 2018 to
encourage residents to
explore music, expression
and musical traditions in
Judaism.
Shavuot or Shovuos in
Ashkenazi usage; Shavuʿoth
in Sephardi and Mizrahi
Hebrew, is known as the
Feast of Weeks in English
and as Pentecost in Ancient
Greek. It is a Jewish holiday
that occurs on the sixth day
of the Hebrew month of
Sivan (and may fall between
May 14 – June 15).
Shavuot has a double
significance. It marks the
all-important wheat harvest
in Israel (Exodus 34:22),
and it commemorates the
anniversary of the day when

God gave the Torah to the
nation of Israel assembled at
Mount Sinai.
Thanks to Open Strings
CIC for bringing music to
Jewish Care and encouraging
resident to try new things.
Pearl - We all love the
song - My Yiddesche Mama.
Beverley - It always makes
everyone cry, Frankie
Vaghaun is my favourite
singer. Joy - Alma Cogan is
my favourite. Rita - Bette
Midler and Barbra Streisand,
Sammy Davis Jr became
Jewish after surviving a
car crash. David Pincuss
- To sing on Friday night
after synagogue “Bo a
chem svhlalam” Hebrew.
Celebration of early part of
Shabbat - To accompany you
home from synagogue safely.

Reminiscence session
Held at Hyman Fine House

W

We spoke
about the
Model
Dwellings
that were in
Jew Street
around the
1850’s

e discovered that
there had once been
a synagogue on
Devonshire Place
which is just off St
James Street in Kemptown Brighton.
It was named the Brighton Regency
Synagogue and was built in 1824. It
is now a Grade 2 Listed apartment
building. Some people in the room
had no knowledge of this synagogue
and others knew that the architect
David Mocatta, who was England’s
first Jewish architect and had enlarged
the building in 1836-38, had been a
man of great reputation both within
the Jewish and wider community.
“He’s quite famous”, “There must be
a plaque”, “It’s a Sephardic Spanish/
Portuguese Jewish name”, “Sephardic
Jews are beautiful” were just some of
the comments.
The majority of residents and
visitors to Hyman Fine House are of
Ashkenzi descent. We spoke about
the Model Dwellings that were in Jew
Street around the 1850’s. These were
houses for the poor that were built by
a charitable trust that had been set
up by Dr William Kebbell who said in
1848 that ‘no town in the kingdom do
the extremes of cleanliness and squalor
exist more than in Brighton’. People
such as Pearl knew about the scullery’s
that such model dwellings had that
were used as the wash rooms for
dishes and clothes up until they were
demolished in the 1930’s as part of
the slum clearances of the time. Ruth
informed us that during the Brighton
Festival and on other Heritage Open
Days, Middle Street Synagogue opens
to all members of the public to have a
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look around and learn about its history.
A discussion ensued about the
different types of Synagogue in
Brighton and Hove Orthodox
Synagogues such as Holland Road
also known as the Hove Hebrew
Congregation and New Church Road
Synagogue also known as The Brighton
and Hove Hebrew Congregation. This
congregation have separate areas for
the male and female members to sit.
Officially an Orthodox Rabbi will not
shake women’s hands though the new
Rabbi at Holland Road is more relaxed
about this and will shake hands with
women.
In Orthodox Synagogues the whole
service is spoken in Hebrew and often
members of the congregation will also
speak whilst the service is being spoken
which divided opinion in the room.
Some people thought that this was less
respectful as it meant that people were
talking over the service whilst others in
the room did not find this disrespectful.
There is a Reformed Synagogue on
Palmeira Avenue in Hove. There is
a Liberal Synagogue on Landsdown
Road in Hove. People said that
Progressive and Orthodox Synagogues
practices and outlook differ greatly and
that there is an orthodox synagogue
in Brighton and Hove that even has a
female Rabbi.
We discussed that for the majority
of people in the room they were young
during a time when “Girls didn’t have
Bar Mitzvahs when we were children”
but people said that girls do now
have Bat Mitzvahs. Lots of people
spoke about their siblings having had
Bar Mitzvahs at the Holland Road
Synagogue.

Hanukkah

Hyman Fine
House

A wonderful afternoon to mark
Hanukkah of klezmer music,
kosher celebration food, singing
and Jewish celebration.

Courtship

P
I fell in love
with him
immediately.
We’ve been
together 72
years. I’ve
never loved
anyone else.

re-arranged matchmaking in
Jewish culture particularly
in more Orthodox circles
is known as Shidduch ‘the
art of making a match’.
Female matchmakers are known as
Shadchanit, male matchmakers as
Shadchan.
Joy mentioned that there are specific
online agencies for Jewish dating; one
she knows of is J-Date.
Zena shared that she was
introduced to her husband, he said
that he couldn’t refuse if she’s gone to
all the trouble of introducing me. ‘We
met on the 25th March and married
on the 25th May! We both knew that
it was right. We just clicked together,
we had lunch. We were married 21
years until he died. That was a really
successful Shidduch. It was arranged
by a woman who became a director of
Harrods.’
Irene: We used to go to dances or a
club for youngsters, we all used to go
there – Jewish clubs
Glory: We used to go to the Lady
Montague club to go dancing during
the week, at the weekend we would go
to the West End in London.
Joy: We used to go to The Candlelight
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in Swiss Cottage. I met my husband
there in 1954.
Beverley: It would have been frowned
upon back then to go out with a nonJewish man, maybe it’s easier now?
Joy: I got divorced 27 years ago. I met
him in a club in Swiss Cottage. That
night I went home with someone else.
Another night I went there and met
my husband. Prior to that I went to
Canada and met a Jewish man, but my
parents did not approve.
Pearl: I met Lionel through my
brother. My brother made the
Shidduch. He was in the air force and
he and my brother were the only 2
Jews there. I was 21; I fell in love with
him immediately. We’ve been together
72 years. I’ve never loved anyone else.
My parents bought our house, my
parents approved. We lived in Bow,
London at the time.
WEDDINGS
Zena: My first marriage we stood at
the synagogue and the woman doesn’t
say anything. The man has to make
all his promises. So I married my
second husband in a registry office
instead. Holland Road synagogue did
accept us as a couple though so we

could go together.
When Percy and I were married the
Rabbi visited and I said that we were
not married in a synagogue, he said
that it doesn’t matter, which was very
forward thinking!
Beverley: I knew someone years ago
who married a non-Jew and they never
told his family. They couldn’t live
together even though they had two
children.
Pearl: One of my brothers married out
of the religion and it took a long time
to be alright due to lots of taboos.
Beverley: 40 years ago I wouldn’t have
considered marrying out of the faith.
Joy: I had to have a soak in an ordinary
bath in Hendon London, then I had to
be dunked three times in a little pool
to prove that I was pure. ‘Mikvah’ a
ritual bath. Women who are Orthodox
cleanse themselves and after every
period once a month. I had a double
bed when married and my in laws
complained as I would be unclean
when menstruating. My husband went
to a ‘Yeshiva ‘where men went to study
about religion.
Beverley: I got engaged in 1966 and I
got disengaged in 1967! His mother
didn’t approve. I never married.

Zena: I was bought up as Orthodox
and never thought I would marry
someone non – Jewish.
HONEYMOONS IN
BOURNEMOUTH:
Pearl went on honeymoon to
Bournemouth, and Zena stayed
there too. There were four Jewish
hotels: The Green Park, Cumberland,
The Majestic and The Normandy.
Now there are no Jewish hotels in
Bournemouth. These were previously
all kosher hotels.
Beverley: My aunt and uncle owned a
Jewish hotel in Brighton, The King’s
Hotel at the seafront near the West
Pier.
Pearl: Harry Zurich was my
brother and he ran The Beach
Hotel in Regency Square. The
Chief Rabbi came and shock
hands with everyone.
Some discussion about Yiddish
slang took place and we learnt
that ‘Lobbos’ is a badly behaved
Jewish male.
‘Frum’ is a very Orthodox man
or woman.
Zena: You have a veil over your face
at your wedding.
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Middle Street
Synagogue visit

W
A Jewish
community
existed
in the
Brighton
area for
nearly a
century
before
Middle
Street
synagogue
was built in
1874

e visited the historic
Middle Street
Synagogue in June
2018, our final outing
of the Mazel Tov
Brighton project. This synagogue in
the centre of Brighton and was a
focus for Jewish worship in Brighton
and Hove for more than a century.
Although it is not in full-time use, the
building is still open at certain times,
and services are still held at certain
times of the year. It has been listed at
Grade II*, reflecting its architectural
and historic importance.
We had an interesting talk by
Godfrey Gould. Chair of the Jewish
Historical Society and a learned
person, involved with the running of
the synagogue. A Jewish community
existed in the Brighton area for nearly a
century before Middle Street synagogue
was built in 1874. The Brighton
Regency Synagogue was built
in 1823, and enlarged by David
Mocatta (architect of Brighton railway
station) in 1836.
It was used until the new synagogue
was opened in Middle Street in
1875. Situated on Devonshire Place,
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the stuccoed building in the Classical
style still stands; an inscription on
the outside, including the Hebrew
calendar year of opening (5598), can
still be seen. The Chanukah menorah at
the Middle Synagogue was brought
from the Brighton Regency Synagogue.
Chief Rabbi Nathan Marcus
Adler attended the start of
construction work in Middle Street in
1874. The Sassoon family, a wealthy
Jewish dynasty with links to Brighton
and Hove, funded various expansions
and improvements over the next
few decades, especially in respect of
the internal fittings, which are very
elaborate for a synagogue. Electric
lighting was installed in 1892, making
it the first electrically lit synagogue in
Britain.
Although the Jewish community in
the city numbered 4,000 by 2004, the
Middle Street synagogue fell out of
regular use at that time, although it is
still opened regularly for educational
and architectural tours of the interior.
The synagogue has been described
as Brighton’s second most important
historic building, behind the Royal
Pavilion.
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